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Comments on exciton phonon coupling: Temperature 
dependence 

David Yarkony and Robert Silbey 

Department of Chemistry and Center for Materials Science and Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 
(Received 15 April 1976) 

We discuss upper bounds to the free energy of an exciton interacting with a lattice of phonons with a 
linear coupling. From these upper bounds, we find the effective number of phonons clothing an exciton to 
vary with exciton bandwidth and temperature. The possibility of an abrupt transition from a delocalized to 
a localized exciton with an increase in temperature is discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the present paper, we will discuss the free energy 
of an exciton interacting with a lattice of phonons. We 
will consider only linear exciton phonon coupling, and 
we will be content to compute upper bounds to free en
ergy using the Peierls and Bogoliubov theorems. We 
will be interested in the importance of our results for 
exciton mobility and spectral properties, and will show 
the possibility of an abrupt change in the nature of the 
exciton as temperature increases. 

In Sec. II, we define the Hamiltonian with which we 
will work and discuss certain unitary transformations 
of that Hamiltonian. In Sec. III we discuss the 
Bogoliubov and Peierls bounds to the free energy and 
apply these to our model Hamiltonian. In Sec. IV, we 
discuss the computation of the number of phonons sur
rounding the exciton. This is a measure of (a) the ef
fective mass of the exciton (as the number of phonons 
increases so does the effective mass and thus the mo
bility decreases) (b) the extent of lattice deformation 
of the exciton (and the localization of the exciton) and 
(c) the intensity of the zero phonon line [which varies 
as exp(- WprJ), where (NprJ is the number of phonons in 
the cloud surrounding the exciton]. In Sec. V, we ap
ply these results to a particularly simple model of ex
citon-phonon interaction and find how the free energy 
and (Nph ) change with exciton bandwidth, exciton phonon 
coupling strengtli and temperature. 

II. THE HAMILTONIAN 

We will deal solely with a model of exciton-phonon 
interaction in which the coupling is linear in the phonon 
coordinate. This model has been examined by Merri
field, 1 Grover and Silbey, 2,3 Fisher and Rice,4 and 
Nakamura5 and the analogous electron phonon model has 
been examined by Holstein,6 Toyozawa,7 Emin,8 and 
Cho and Toyozawa. 9 Of these, only the work of Merri
field and Nakamura are variational in nature. The 
Hamiltonian, in second quantized form is given by 

H=Hex+ Hph+Hlnt , 

where 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 
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and 

H lnt =N- l
/

2 L X:w.(b.+ b:.) a~an • (2.4) 
n,. 

Here, Hex is the Hamiltonian for a single band of 
Frenkel excitons in a perfect rigid crystal with Eo the 
electronic excitation energy of a single molecule and 
J nm being the usual resonance transfer integral between 
molecules at site n and site m. Hph is the free harmon
ic phonon Hamiltonian with w. being the frequency of the 
normal mode of wave vector q. The operators an and 
a~ destroy and create an excitation on site n, while b. 
and b: destroy and create a phonon of wave vector q. 
The interaction term represents the interaction of an 
electronic excitation at site n with phonons of wave vec
tor q. Translational symmetry requires that J nm be a 
function of Rn-Rm only and that X~=eIRn·qc., where 
c.= c! •. 

There are three characteristic energies in the prob
lem: (a) the Debye frequency (or molecular vibrational 
frequency) Wo (If = 1 in all that follows); (b) the exciton 
(or electron) bandwidth A where 

A= 2LJnm = 2LJ(Rn - Rm) ; (2.5) 
n n 

and (c) the strength of the exciton phonon coupling S 
where 

(2.6) 

In molecular crystals, it is often the case that A < Wo 

(although some exceptions do arise) and that A and S 
are of the same magnitude. 

In the polaron problem, 7 it is usually assumed that 
A» Wo and S varies from small compared to A (large 
polaron) to large compared to A (small polaron). As 
the coupling strength S increases (at 0 K), the polaron 
becomes localized. If A» Wo the prediction is that this 
localization (as measured by the effective bandwidth or 
number of phonons carried by the electron) is an abrupt 
transition. If A~ wo, the transition (at 0 K) is not 
abrupt, but instead occurs in a smooth manner. The 
effect of temperature on this transition is not well un
derstood. 

In the exciton case, Eo is large compared with 
kB T(= iTl) so that we need only consider Single exciton 
states. A typical basis function is given by 

Copyright © 1976 American Institute of Physics 
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(2.7) 

" 
where I O)Ph is the phonon vacuum state and I O)e the 
ground electronic state of the isolated molecule. 

In the P, Q representation of the phonon momentum 
and coordinates, we can write 

Hph=LH~+w!Q!) 
" 

and 

H -N-l/2""KnQ + 
tnt - L..J" "an an , 

n" 
where 

Q"=(2w,,t1/2(b,,+b!,,) , 

P,,=i(w/2)1/2(b,,-b!,,) , 

K~=X~21/2 W!/2 , 

and the system is quantized by requiring 

[Q",Ptt]=ili"tt • 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2. 10) 

(2.11) 

(2. 12) 

(2. 13) 

We now transform the basis functions Eq. (2. 7) by a 
unitary transformation exp(- U1), where 

(2. 14a) 

=iN-l/2LK~a~anP_" , (2. 14b) 
n," 

and where X~= eIRn·"f" and K~ and X~ are in the same 
relation (2. 12) as K~ and X=. This transformation di
agonalizes the Hamiltonian in the case J n-m = ° and X ~ 
=X~. In the case In-m*O, it corresponds to translating 
the origin of phonon coordinates in the direction of the 
shift of equilibrium position of a localized exciton. 
Transforming the basis functions is the same as trans
forming the Hamiltonian, so we find 

+ L In-ma:am 6~6m 
n,m 

+N-1
/

2 L (X: -X~) w"a:an(b: + b_,,) , 
n,,, 

(2. 15) 
where 

€ =Eo- 2N-1 L (X=X~-! Ix~12) w" , 

" 
6:= exp {- N-1

/
2 ~ X~(b: - b_,,)} . 

(2. 16) 

Note that if In-m= 0, for all n - m, then setting X:=X~ 
would result in a diagonal Hamiltonian. In the above 
we have used the fact that only one exciton states are 
present. The representation in which X;=X~ will be 
referred to as the dressed exciton representation. 

Now if the transformation to exciton states of wave 
vector k is made by defining 

(2. 17) 

we find 

H=Ho+ V"'Ho+ L VIIt,ata.' , (2. 18) 
t,t' 

where 

(2. 19) 

and 

(2.20) 
n,m 

Note that the average of V~", over the canonical phonon 
ensemble can be performed to find 

(VIIt, )Ph '" TrL(e-llHph VIIt, )/Tr L(e-llH'ph) 

where 

= lillt, L J"..m (6: 6m) e1t.(Bn-Bm) , 
n 

Hph=Lw,,(b;b,,+i) 

" 

(2.21) 

(6:6m)=exP-{N-1 ~lf,,12(1-cosq. Rnm)Coth({3W/2)} 

'" exp - {So(Rnm,f,,)} , (2.22) 

and Tr L means a trace over the lattice states. 

III. UPPER BOUNDS ON THE FREE ENERGY 

A. General considerations 

The Helmholtz free energy A for a system defined by 
a Hamiltonian H operating on a separable Hilbert space 
spanned by the orthonormal set Ii) at temperature T 
.and volume V is given by 

A = - ,a-1lnL(il e-sHIi)'" - ,a-lln Tre-ll H • 
I 

(3.1) 

The following inequalities can be demonstrated as a 
consequence of the convexity of the function exp(- X)lO: 

(i) Bogoliubov's theorem: Let H = Ho + V, then if 
exp(- [3H) and exp(- [3Ho) have finite trace for [3> 0, 

where 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(ii) Peierls' theorem: Let I a) be any orthonormal 
set in the space, then with the same restrictions as 
above, 

(3.4) 
a 

The equality holds if the set I a) is a complete set of 
eigenfunctions of H. Note that if the Hamiltonian is 
transformed by a unitary transformation, e-u where 
U+= - U, 

(3.5) 
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then the above upper bounds become 

AB <S - j3""lln Tre-BHO + (V)H
O 

and 

a 

(3,6) 

(3.7) 

In this paper, the upper bounds will be computed us
ing these forms, A search will be made for the U, 
which minimizes the right hand side of both inequalities. 

Note that if the Hilbert space is partitioned into a set 
of orthogonal subspaces, e. g., those for different val
ues of the total wave vector, and if the unitary trans
formation does not mix these subspaces, then the pre
ceding results are valid for the free energy in these 
subensembles, 

B. Application to the exciton-phonon Hamiltonian 

In this section, the structure of the Bogoliubov and 
Peierls bounds to A is considered for the total system 
defined in Sec. II as well as for the subsystems corre
sponding to distinct eigenvalues of the total crystal 
wave vector. Note that the transformation Ul defined in 
Eq. (2. 14) conserves the total wave vector P and ex
citon number: 

eUl X e-ul =X , (3.8) 

where X is either exciton number Nex where 

(3.9) 

or total wave vector P where 

P = L ka;all+ L qb;bq • (3. 10) 
II q 

(a) Consider first the Bogoliubov bounds for the free 
energy of the entire system (A1) and that for a particu
lar eigenvalue of P, say K (A~) with H given in Eq. 
(2.18): 

or 

A1=-j3"" l ln L (k;{nq}le-/lHolk;{nq})+(V)Ho' 
lI,{nq) 

where 

qph = TrL e-flHph = II (1 - e-llWq tl e-flw,,/2 
q 

(3.11) 

(3. 12) 

(3. 13) 

N= L 1 , (3.14) 
II 

and - j3"" l lnqph is just the phonon contribution to the free 
energy. 

Note that if the zeroth order Hamiltonian is defined 
differently by adding and subtracting the phonon average 
of V to H as defined in Eq. (2. 18), so that 

H=ho+v, (3. 15) 

(3.16) 

(3. 17) 

then (v)ho = 0 and the new Bogoliubov bound is given by 

A1 = € - {3-1lnqph - (3-lnL: e-/l( Vllt) • (3.18) 
II 

It is tempting to think of a particular term in the sum 
over k as the contribution to the free energy of the sub
space corresponding to total crystal wave vector k. 
This is incorrect, as will be shown below. 

The evaluation of A~, the free energy of system with 
total crystal wave vector K will now be considered, 
The essential difficulty is that each basis function used 
in the sums must belong to the subspace with a particu
lar value of P, namely K. This difficulty can be cir
cumvented, and the details are given in Appendix A. 
There it is also shown that the same result can be in
terpreted as an upper bound to the corresponding 
Peierls bound to A for fixed K (A~). In either case, 
one has to take the traces in the general formulas for 
the Bogoliubov bounds over only those states with a par
ticular total wave vector. For example, the states of 
total wave vector K can be written as 

aK-QII (n,,! )d l/2 (b;)nq I O)Phl O)e= IK-Q; {nq }) , (3.19) 

" 
where 

Q=L qnq (3.20) 
q 

represents the contribution of the phonons to the total 
wave vector. If one takes Ho and iT as given in Eq. 
(2.18), then the Bogoliubov bound for wave vector K is 

(3.21) 
where 

(3,22) 

The average (8~ 8m e-/Q•Bnm ) is performed in Appendix A, 
where it is found 

where 

SQ(Rnm, /q) = N-1 L /~ (1 - cosq· Rnm) 
q 

x coth[({3wq + iq· R"".)/2] . (3.24) 

In the Einstein phonon limit wq = w, we can evaluate this 
averages explicitly to find (see Appendix A) 

A~ = € - j3"" l lnq:h + (1- e-BW)NL:Ja elK •• e- SQ (3.25) 
• 

or 

(3.26) 
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if T> OK (see Appendix A). 

If the phonon average of V""' were included in ho, as 
was done above, then the Bogoliubov bound on AK is giv
en, using the states defined above [Eq. (3.19)], by 

(3.27) 

where 

(3.28) 
a 

Since Q is given by a number (2:11 qnq), A~ can be written 
as 

(3.29) 

where, as in (3.22), Q=2:qqb:bq (the operator represent
ing total phonon wave vector). The term (v>1Io is very 
small for T> 0 K, for the same reasons as above [see 
Eq. (3.26)]. 

These bounds for At and Ait are interesting in a num
ber of ways. First, it is clear that choosing Ho instead 
of ho as the zeroth order Hamiltonian results in a worse 
upper bound and in a less interesting temperature de
pendence, as well as a less interesting dependence on 
the {tq}. For example, A~ [Eq. (3.12)] depends on the 
{fq} only in €, and the optimal choice .will be fq= eq• 
The {tq} dependence in A ~ occurs also in the (Vtt >. A 
similar result occurs for the Bogoliubov bounds on Alt. 

Note that from the form of A~ and A~, we can derive 
the expressions for AB and A~, since 

Thus, from Eq. (3.21), for T> 0 

A~ = € - rr1 lnN - rr1lnqPh , 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

where we have assumed that (0: Om e-IQ.Rnm ),., 0 for T> O. 
This is in agreement with (3.12). In the same manner, 
we find 

(3.32) 

It is possible to show that this is equal to Eq. (3. 18); 
however, it also points out the reason why it is incor
rect to associate a particular term (in the sum overK) 
in (3.18) with the free energy for a particular value of 
total wave vector (K). 

Now, consider the Peierls bounds for the free energy 
of the entire system: 

A~=€-rrlln L exp-f3{Lnqwq+({nq}1 Vttl{nq}>}. 
t,lnql 

(3.33) 
In Appendix A, the integrals appearing in the exponent 
of (3.33) are computed and we find 

A~ = € - rr1lnqph - rrlln L: (e-BT(t) )pb , 
t 

where 

(3.34) 

T(k) = ~Ja e,t'&exp - { N- 1 ;;f~ (1- cosq 0 a)(2b; bll + 1)} . 

(3.35) 
Since e-x is a convex function, an upper bound to A! can 
be found easily by replacing T(k) by (T(k»Ph in the ex
ponential. Repeating this, we find that an upper bound 
for A; is A~ [as given in Eq. (3.18)]. 

Peierls upper bounds on AK can be found in the same 
way: 

A ~ '" € - ~-llnqph - ~-lln(e-aT (K-Q»ph> (3.36) 
A 

where Q is given by Eq. (3.22). 

The expressions for the bounds on AIt, Eqs. (3.29) 
and (3.36) appear to have a more interesting K inde
pendence than that found using the simplest Bogoliubov 
bound, Eqs. (3.21) and (3.26) for an Einstein lattice. 
However, the evaluation of the averages in Eqs. (3.29) 
and (3.36) shows that the K dependence of these bounds 
is vanishingly small for T> O. The reason for this is 
that all the terms in the expansion of exp(- tl T(K -Q» 
or exp(-tl V(K- Q» which have exp(iQ.a) dependences 
will give, when averaged over the phonon denSity ma
trix, a vanishingly small contribution compared to those 
terms which do not have this dependence. This i,s 
shown in Appendix A. Thus, for example, a typical 
term in the average of the expansion of exp( -/3 V(K - Q» 
will be 

which can be written 

xe-So('l) ••• e-So(&n)e'It'I:7=ll1j(e-iQ,c7=I&j\h • (3.38) 

The only terms which survive (for T> 0) are those for 
which 2: 1=1 a j = 0, from the above argument, so that the 
K dependence is lost: 

(_~)n L ... L 
n! & 1 

where 

j&=J&e-So(&). 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

Eq. (3.39) can be rewritten as the diagonal matrix 
element of the matrix (j)n where 

(j )nm=jn-m 

so that the typical term becomes 

(_j3)n/n![ j n]oo, 

since all site diagonal elements of j n are equal. 
we find finally 

(e-av(It-Q» = (e-aj ) 
ph 00' 

It can also be shown in the same manner that 

(e-aT(It-QI) ,c (e-aJ ) ph ~ 00, 

(3.41) 

(3.42) 

Thus, 

(3.43) 

(3.44) 

so .that the two bounds A:- and A ~ are related by A::;;; A:, both independent of K. Thus, the final form 
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taken for the bound on the free energy for a system in 
a particular K subspace is (T> 0): 

A K(T)~ E -(:l-llnqph -13-lln(e-sj)oo' (3.45) 

The RHS of this can be minimized by differentiating with 
respect to {fq} so that the parameters will be the same 
for every K (within the bounds that have been estab
lished). Better bounds may be possible in which the fq 
are different for each K subspace. Taking the deriva
tive of the RHS of (3.45) with respect to fq and setting 
the result equal to zero gives 

~=f.l-l_a_l ( -sj) 
af

q 
r' af q n e 00 (3.46) 

or 

(3.47) 

To lowest order in (:lj, the best choice of fq is fq = cq 
which results in completely removing the linear ex
citon-phonon coupling. This is also the result when 
the Bogoliubov bound, A~, of Eq. (3.26) is used. For 
larger (:l j, there will be corrections to this result. Ex
amples will be given in Sec. V. . 

There exists another bound on the free energy which 
is that the free energy must decrease with temperature 
(at constant volume), so that 

(3.48) 

This is a special case of the Peierls bound on A. There
fore, an examination of A( T = 0) is in order. Since 
AK( T= 0) = E K, the eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian (for 
one exciton in the system and total wave vector K), the 
bounds on AK(T=O) reduce to the usual variational prin
ciple of quantum mechanics. This has been discussed 
in detail by Merrifield; however, we will briefly dis
cuss the difference between the T= 0 and the T> 0 cal
culations here. If the bounds, given in Eq. (3.21), 
(3.29) or (3.36) are computed at T = 0, they all give the 
same result, which is 

EK=AK(T=O)~E+ L In_meiK·Jlnme-socR,,m), (3.49) 
n 

in which So(Rnm) is evaluated at T = 0, 

So(Rnm) =Wl Lf!(l-cosq· Rnm). (3.50) 
q 

This agrees with the results of Merrifield. Combining 
Eq. (3.49) with Eq. (3.48) gives another bound on the 
free energy, which has a K dependence in contrast to 
the earlier bounds we have derived. In Sec. V, an 
analySiS of these various bounds will be made. 

IV. APPROXIMATING ENSEMBLE AVERAGES 

Consider the quantity 

(AN prJ = (NprJ - (Nph)ph, (4.1) 

where Nph=Lqb:b q, which, as pointed out in the introduc
tion, will be important in the discussion of exciton mo
bility. For temperature T we have 

(Nph ) = eM Tr(Nph e-tlH ) (4.2) 

and 

(Nph)Ph = eMphTrL(Nph e-SHph ), 

where as before 

A = - 13-1 ln Tr e-SH 

and 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

Even for the simple model Hamiltonian defined in 
Sec. II, it is not possible to evaluate the traces re
quired exactly. Instead an apprOximation scheme will 
be employed which is based on the perturbation expan
sion of the exponential of an operator. 

e-tlH = e-SHo [1- is dCi V( Ci) + i8 
dCi I i"ldCi2 V( Ci l ) V( Ci2 ) + 0 .0] 

=' e-8Hoexpo[- is dCi V(Ci)] , (4.6) 

where 

(4.7) 

and 

(4.8) 

The subscript on the exponential represents the usual 
time ordered expansion. Since the trace is invariant 
to the choice of basis, we have 

(NprJ = [Tr e"e-8He-u ]-1 Tr(e"e-8H Nph eO") 

= [Tr e-tlii]-l Tr(e-8H Nph), (4.9) 

where u+ = - U. If Eq. (4.6) is inserted in Eq. (4.9) 
and the result taken to first order in the perturbation, 
the result is 

(NprJ =(1 +\{IV(Ci)dCi)J{(Nph)o- f dCi(V(Ci)Nph)O} ' 

where 

(X)o =' (Tre-tlHor l Tr(e-tlHo ) . (4.10) 

This is the desired result. Note that while Eq. (4.9) is 
independent of U, Eq. (4.10) is not, since the expan
sion is carried out only to first order. The criterion 
for the choice of U will be the variational principles 
on the Helmholtz free energy discussed in Sec. III. 

USing the form of U given in Eq. (2.14a), the first 
order form for (Nph ) can be found. In Appendix B, this 
is done explicitly and it is found that for T> 0 (see the 
discussions in Appendix A and Appendix B) 

(ANph ) = 1 L (2c qfq - f~), 
q 

while at T=O 

V. RELATION TO EXCITON MOBILITY AND 
EXAMPLES 

A. Introduction 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

We will now apply the results of the last three sec
tions to a Simplified model Hamiltonian which will ex-

J. Chern. Phys., Vol. 65, No.3, 1 August 1976 
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i 
u 
...... 

1.0 

~ 0.5 

IJlfw=2.0 

1.0 2.0 
C-

.' .... 

3.0 

FIG. 1. The best value of lIe (fmlnlc) as a function of e for 
various values of bandwidth (I JII w) at T= 0 K. 

hibit the properties of interest. First, we note that the 
larger (ANph > is, the larger will be the exciton effec
tive mass and, hence, the more slowly the exciton will 
move. Another way of seeing this is that the larger the 
f. are (with a maximum at c.) the s_maller will be the ef
fective exciton transfer integrals J, which depend on 
exp( - f~), and thus the more slowly the exciton moves. 

In the present section, we will show that for given ex
citon transfer integrals J nm as the exciton phonon cou
pling strength c. is increased from zero, the best value 
of the f. changes from being very small to being equal 
to c.. This change in f. is smooth for small values of 
J nm, but becomes discontinuous for values of J nm (or 
exciton bandwidth) greater than some critical value. In 
addition, we will show that as temperature is increased, 
this discontinuous change eventually disappears and is 
replaced by a smooth change. If we ascribe high mobil
ity to an exciton with small values of f. and low mobility 
to an exciton with large values of f., as proposed above, 
then this change from small f. to large f. as coupling or 
temperature increases amounts to a change from de
localized to quasilocalized excitons. This possibility 
has been discussed in the polaron literature and we will 
discuss the connection between these two cases in the 
next section. 

B. Example 

Consider the Hamiltonian for a one dimensional near
est neighbor interacting crystal with Einstein phonons: 

H=EoL a~an + wL b: b. +JL (a~an+l +a~+lan) 
n • n 

1 '""' + /q'R (b b+) + N 1/2 L.J an an c en. + -q • 
n,. 

(5.1) 

This is a special case of the Hamiltonians considered in 
Secs. II-IV and we can immediately apply the results 
therein to this Hamiltonian. We apply a unitary trans
formation of type (2. 14a) withf. =f, all q, and we find 
for T =0, 

A K = E + 2J cosK e-! 2 

and for T > 0 (see Appendices A and B) 

A K = E - k B T lnIo(2{3J) - k B T lnq ph . 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

At T =0, the value of f which minimizes AK is given by 

f(1- 2: (cosK)e-f!) = c , (5.4) 

while at T > 0 the value of f minimizing AK (or At) is 

(5.5) 

where [n(x) is the nth order modified Bessel function. 

Because the uninteresting phonon free energy over
whelms the exciton free energy, except at T =0, we will 
ignore the term kBT lnqph in Eq. (5.3) and discuss only 
the "exciton" free energy (the remaining terms of (5.3) 
and all of Eq. [(5.2)]. In addition, we will be concerned 
with the bottom of the band only, so we set K = 0 for 
J < 0 and K = 1T for J> 0, so that J cosk becomes - I JI in 
Eq. (5.2) and (5. 5). 

In Fig. 1 we plot the value off{fmln), which gives the 
minimum free energy at T = 0 for various values of I J I / 
wand c. For IJI/t..' less than -1.12, the change in 
fmln/ c as a function of c is smooth and continuous. How
ever, for IJI/w>1.12, thefreeenergy[Eq. (5.2)] has 
two minima with respect to variations inf and there are 
three solutions to Eq. (5.4) (withK=O). One of these 
is a relative maximum, the other two are relative mini
ma. As c increased for IJI/w>1.12, the free energies 
of the two minima become equal and the lower solution 
changes abruptly from a small value of f to a large 
value off. 

The values offmln and AK:O for various values of c 
and IJI/w are given in Table I for T =0. 

In Fig. 2, we plot the value of f ml j c for various val
ues of IJI/w, c, and T. For those values of IJI/w 
below the critical value, 1.12, the curves vary very 
little as T increases. The major qualitative change is 
thatfmln becomes close to c as T increases. As T gets 
large the curves of fmlJ c vs c become qualitatively like 
the subcritical curves, even for values of I J 1/ w above 
critical. Thus, there is the possibility that in real sys
tems increasing the temperatures brings about an ab
rupt change in the character of the exciton: it will 
change from a delocalized to a quasilocalized excitation. 
The number of phonons bound to the exciton (AN~, is 
plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of temperature for a few 
representative cases. Table II has the values offmln 
andA K for various values of IJI/w, c, and T. This 
shows that for small bandwidth (IJI/w<1), the zero 
phonon line intensity varies smoothly with temperature; 
for large bandwidth this intensity will vary very little 
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1.0 

u u 
"- "-c 0.5 c 0.5 
~E E 

IJl/w~0.5 

(0) 

0 I I I 0 
0 1.0 2.0 3.0 0 c-

with temperature until the critical temperature is 
reached at which point, it will abruptly drop to a very 
small value. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have discussed upper bounds on the 
free energy of an exciton interacting with a lattice of 
phonons. The model Hamiltonian has been used before 
as a model of exciton phonon interaction and only con
tains interaction terms linear in phonon coordinate and 
diagonal in the exciton site representation. Although 
this is a very simplified model, properties such as 
spectral line shapes and exciton mobility are considered 
to be qualitatively similar to more realistic and com
plicated Hamiltonians. 

A number of conclusions arise from our considera-

TABLE I. Values of/min and AK=o for T= 0 
K and various values of I JI /w and c. 
From Eqs. (5.2) and (5.4). 

I JI /w c fmin AK=o +ea 

0.5 0 0 -1.0 
0.5 0.258 -0.877 
1.0 0.586 -0.538 
1.5 1.228 -0.147 
2.0 1.958 -0.020 

1.0 0 0 -2.0 
0.5 0.170 -1.83 
1.0 0.363 -1.347 
1.5 0.648 -0.537 
2.0 1.896 -0.044 

2.0 0 0 -4.0 
1.0 0.207 -3.203 
1.5 0.326 -2.219 
2.0 0.478 -0.867 
2.1 0.517 -0.556 
2.2 0.561 -0.234 
2.3 2.25 -0.022 
2.5 2.50 -0.008 

..•. 

.' 

1.0 2.0 

c-

IJl/w~2.0 

(b) 

3.0 

FIG. 2(a) The best value of 
f/c(/min/c) as a function of e 
for I JI /w=0.5 at three 
temperatures: the curve A 
is T=O K; B is for T=1/2 
(w/kB ); e is for T= (w/kB ) 

(b) The best value off/e 
<tmin/ c) as a function of e for 
I JI /w=2.0 at five tempera
tures: A is T=O K; B is T 
= 1/2 (w/kB ); e is T= +w/kB ); 

Dis T= 2(w/kB ); and E is T 
=4 (w/kB ). 

tions. First of all, although exp( - ,l3A) can be written 
as a sum over exciton wave vectors as in Eq. (3.18), 
each term in the sum does not correspond to exp(- j3A K ) 

where this is the trace within a subspace of the total 
Hilbert space corresponding to a particular total wave 
vector of the system. When the correct upper bound 
on AK is found at temperatures greater than 0 K (actually 

t 
C\J 

U 

" D 
A 

.<:: 0.5 
Cl. 

z 
<J 
V 

kB Tlw-

FIG. 3. The average excess number of phonons in units of e 2 

as a function of temperature for the following cases: 

A. I JI /w=1/2; e=2 E. r JI /w=2; e=1.5 

B. I JI /w=1/2; e=l F. IJr/w=2; e=l 

C. r JI /w=1/2; e=1/2 G. I'JI/w=2; e=1/2 

D. IJI/w=2; e=2 
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TABLE II. Values offmln for T> 0 K and 
various values of I J I / wand c. From Eqs. 
(5.3) and (5.5). 

IJI/w c kBT/w fmln 

0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3147 
1.0 0.5 0.8064 
1.5 0.5 1.4181 
2.0 0.5 2.000 

0.5 0.5 1.0 0.374 
1.0 1.0 0.913 
1.5 1.0 1.492 
2.0 1.0 2.0 

2.0 0.5 0.5 0.1065 
1.0 0.5 0.2198 
1.5 0.5 0.3507 
2.0 0.5 0.5343 
2.1 0.5 2.095 
2.5 0.5 2.5 

2.0 0.5 1.0 0.113 
1.0 1.0 0.236 
1.5 1.0 0.367 
1.75 1.0 0.976 
2.0 1.0 0.997 

2.0 0.5 2.0 0.135 
1.0 2.0 0.291 

1.5 2.0 (1.377) 
0.538 

2.0 2.0 1.997 

greater than wl[kB In Nj, where w is a typical phonon 
frequency), it is found that the bound on AK is indepen
dent of K. This is due to the exciton free energy being 
so much smaller than the phonon free energy at these 
temperatures that the effect of the phonons is to "aver
age" the free energy over the exciton band (see Appen
dix A for details). 

Using the simplified model of an Einstein lattice 
(Wq = w all q), nearest neighbor interactions (J._ m 

=J 15., m.l), and a one dimensional lattice, we found the 
upper bound for the free energy at all temperatures. 
In particular, we found the value off in the unitary 
transformation of the basis set (or Hamiltonian) given 
by Eq. (2. 16a) which minimized the free energy. There 
are three independent parameters in the Hamiltonian: 
Jlw [or the exciton bandwidth A in units of the phonon 
frequency A = 4 (J I w) j, e2 (or the energy of interaction 
between exciton and phonons in units of the phonon fre
quency), and the temperature kBTlw. 

We find that for kBTlw=o, the optimum value offle 
is much less than one for e=O and IJl/w>o; as e gets 
larger for fixed IJl/w, fie goes smoothly to unity, for 
IJl/w<1.12. However, for IJl/w>1.12, fie changes 

discontinuously as e gets larger than some critical 
value (Gerlt> IJl/w). For kBTlw>o, the optimum value 
offle for a particular IJl/w and for e =0 is larger than 
that for T =0; as e increases fie gets larger and goes to 
unity for large e. There is again a discontinuous 
change in fie as a function of e for larger I J II w. Fi
nally, for fixed e and IJl/w the optimum value offle in
creases with temperature, and if I J I I w is greater than 
1.12 this change will be abrupt. This behavior is 

shown in Figs. 1-3. 

Since the optimum value offle is related to the num
ber of phonons surrounding the exciton, we can inter
pret the increase in fie as temperature increases as a 
further clothing of the exciton by phonons, thus de
creasing the exciton mobility, lowering the intensity of 
the zero phonon line and increasing the lattice distor
tion surrounding the exciton. There is the possibility 
that this can take place in an abrupt manner for large 
enough exciton bandwidth. This has been suggested 
previously for the polaron problem, which is formally 
analogous to the exciton phonon problem treated herein. 
Unfortunately, in the polaron case, the analysis was 
marred by confusing the sum over k in Eq. (3.19) with 
a sum over subspaces corresponding to different total 
wave vectors. At T =0 the results are the same, and 
at higher temperatures qualitatively similar conclu
sions are found. 

Finally, we remark on the importance of this work 
for exciton dynamiCS. Recent work has focused on 
computing the coherent and incoherent contributions 
to exciton mobilities. Grover and Silbey 3 and others4,5 

have used the above unitary transformation with fq = eq 
for all temperatures. It is clear that this is valid at 
high temperatures and strong coupling, but not at low 
temperatures and weak coupling. In the case of anthra
cene singlet excitons, the evidence is great that this is 
an example of weak exciton phonon scattering (e < 1) so 
that the optimum choice of fq will be very small. This 
will mean that the correlation functions involved in com
puting the diffusion coeffici~nt will be close to those for 
the bare exciton, rather than the clothed exciton (al
though for eq small, the difference between these two 
representations is small). In addition, this will mean 
a smaller temperature dependence for the bandwidth 
than previously assumed. 

Finally, although the explicit results found are for a 
one dimensional, nearest neighbor coupled lattice with 
Einstein phonons, all of these approximations are in
essential to the general results and can be dispensed 
with, at the cost of a large amount of computational 
labor. 

APPENDIX A . 
I. Calculation of (eiQ • a)Ph 

We will need the value of 

(e,Q·a)Ph = [TrL(e iQ •a e-aHph)][TrL(e-aHph)j-l , (Ai) 

where 

(A2) 

and the trace is over the phonon states of the lattice. 
We find 
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(A3) 

The denominator of (A. 3) can be written 

, 
= II 11 - e-sw• e1q • a 12(1_ e-BWO)(l-+: e-Ilw.) , (A4) 

.>0 

where the prime on the product means that we leave out 
q = 0 and q = 1T and only take positive q (we have assumed 
that w. = w_.). Thus the denominator becomes 

II (l_e- sw• e iq • a ) = (1- e-SWO ) (1 +e-sw.) II' [(1_e-sw.)2 
• .>0 

x II' [1 + 2(1 - cosq • a)e-
sw

• ] 
.)0 (1 - e-Ilw• )2 

Thus 

< iQ.a) _ (1- e-sw .) II' [ 1 2e-llw.(l - cosq • a) ]_1 
e ph - (1 + e-Ilwr) 0)0 + (1 _ e-llwo)2 

(A5) 
Since the product in (A. 5) is the product of N - 2 factors, 
each of which is less than unity, this is very small, 
hence (eIQ.a)Ph is much smaller than 1 at temperatures, 
such that e-sw• > liN for wo' . 

In the case of Einstein phonons we can evaluate the 
denominator exactly. Denote the log of the denominator 
by L, then 

and 

L = L: log(l - e-Ilw e iq
•
a

) 
o 

~ 

= - L: e iq • a L: e-Ilnwelnq·a 
o n.O 
~ 

= - L: e-Ilnw No .. o 
n.o 

Thus 

L = oa.o Nlog(l _ e-SW ) , 

(A6) 

(A7) 

(AB) 

and the denominator of (A. 3) in the limit of a disper
sionless phonon band becomes 

II(1_e-IlW e l'l"a)=l ifa*O 

=(l_e-llw )H if a=O, (A9) 

and so 

(eiiN\h = (l_e-IlW )N a*O (A10) 

in this limit. Thus for all T such that e-sw > (10N)-1 , 

this is much smaller than unity. 
T 2: wl(kB 10gN), 

This means for all 

At T = 0 K, we find by direct calculation that 

(eIQ.a)Ph = 1, T =OK • 

(All) 

(A12) 

In this paper, from the argument following (A.5), we 
will assume that (A. 11) and (A. 12) hold for a phonon 
band with dispersion also. 

II. Calculation of the free energy of a noninteracting 
exciton-phonon system 

Consider a Hamiltonian for noninteracting excitons 
and phonons: 

(A13) 

= L: Jnma~am + L: w. b; bo . 
n,m q 

Then 

= L: L e-Il , (t) e-Sr:nowo 

k {no! 

(A14) 

Thus 

A = - J3-{ In (~e-S'(t») - ~ In(l - e-SWo )]. (A15) 

It is tempting to consider each term in the sum over k 
either in (A. 14) or (A. 15) as the contribution from a 
subspace with total wave vector k. This is not correct 
as can be seen by calculating exp( - /3A) as a sum over 
each invariant subspace. Then we write 

(A16) 

where Q = L: q no. Here the exciton wave vector is just 
that to make the total wave vector K when added to the 
total phonon wave vector. Note that (A. 16) is identical 
to (A. 14) in numerical value, but the contribution to 
exp(- /3A) from an invariant subspace of K is not the 
term with k = K in (A. 14). In fact, we find 

e-1lA =L: l: eXP - J3[l: Jrel(K-Q)'R r +l:nowo] (A17) 
K {no! r 0 

where J r "'OJ(r+JiI_p' The presence of the e-1Q • (Rn-Rm) in 
the exponent of (A. 17) is feature which spoils the easy 
separation of exciton and phonon contributions in each 
subspace. It is possible to evaluate the contribution of 
each term in the sum over K in (A. 17). We expand 
exp( - J3E:(K - Q» in a power series and find 
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From the argument of Appendix Ai, any term in (A. 18) 
which contains an e- iQ •

a with a *0 will give a vanish
ingly small contribution when compared to those terms 
with a = 0 at nonzero temperatures. Hence the only 
terms which are to be kept in the sum over m at such 
temperatures are those for which there is no Q depen
dence: 

(
"'"" i(K-Q).Rn \m - '\' "'"" J J J f.J e I n) - f.J ... f.J n1 n2··· nm 

n "1 nm 

(A19) 

where the delta function is the Kronecker delta func
tion. Thus at T>w/[kBlogN], 

(A20) 

where J is the matrix formed by In,m = I n_ m, and the 
matrix element "dd" is the diagonal matrix element in 
the site representation. Since each term in the sum 
over K is independent of K, we finally have 

e-M = N(e-SJ)dd II (1 _ e-Swq )-1 • 
q 

(A21) 

Note that this is identical to the result from (A. 14), 
when we see that 

L e-se (11:) = N (e-SJ )dd • 
k 

(A22) 

Therefore, we see that the contribution to the total 
free energy from each invariant subspace of total wave 
vector K is independent of K for T> w/[kB 10gN]. From 
the example treated herein, we see that the cause of 
this behavior is the swamping of the exciton contribu
tion by the phonon contributions even at low, but non
zero temperature; because the total wave vector is re
stricted to a certain value, the exciton wave vector is 
forced to sample the entire band as the phonon wave 
vector is changed. Only at extremely low T (below 
W/[kB logN]) does the exciton sample a restricted part 
of the band. 

Note also that if a exciton phonon interaction with di
agonal matrix elements which are zero, then the 
Peierls upper bound on A would be given by the expres
sion in (A20). We will show in Appendix C that this is 
the value for the free energy of an exciton interacting 
with a classical lattice. 

Finally we note that in the one dimensional nearest 
neighbor model (Jmn =J[lln, .... 1 + 5n,m-1)], we have 

(A23) 

III. Evaluation of bounds on the free energy 

Consider the Hamiltonian as given in Eqs. (2.19) 
and (2.20); then the Bogoliubov bound is given as 

where Q= ~qn" as before and 

(A25) 

Thus 

A~ = - /3-1ln[Le-8.qp~ + LN-1 L J nm eIK'R"m 
K ~ K tI,m 

(A26) 

where Q = ~qb;b". To compute the last average, we 
note that 

<e~em e -iQ 'Rnm) =...!... L exp - /3j2::nq [ Wq + i(q • Rnm)/3-l] / 
qph (nq) I I 

X ({n q} I exp[-wl/2~(X~ -X:)(b:-b-q~ l{nq}). 

(A27) 
The effect of the term e-Q·a.". is to make a formal 
change in the frequency from Wq to Wq + i(q 0 Rnm)/ /3 in the 
mathematics. Hence 

(e~eme-IQ'Rnm)ph= II[(l- e-SWq ) (1- e-SWqe-iq'Rnmrl] 
q 

x exp[- Wl ~f!(l - cosq • Rnm) coth( t/3Wq - iq • Rnm~ • 

(A28) 
It is the first factor which we discussed in Appendix Ai 
and found to be so small compared to unity for T 
< w/[k B logN]. [See Eq. (3.23) et seq. ] 

If we had added and subtracted the phonon average of 
V to H 0 as in Eqs. (3.16) and (3. 17) we get the result 
given in (3.32) for A~. 

In computing the Peierls bound with the Hamiltonian 
of Eq. (2.19) and (2.20), we must evaluate the matrix 
elements of V explicitly. We find 

(K - Q; {nq} I V IK - Q; {nq }) = N"1 LJnme i (IH;t).a.". 
n,m 

(A29) 

but 

({nq} I e~eml{nq}) 

= ({nq } I exp[- N-
l/21;(X:- X;)(b: - b-q~ /{nq }) 

=exp[-(2Nrl~Ix:-x:11({nq}le9+e-6l{nq}), (A30) 

where e+ = - Nl/2~ (X; - X;)b:. Expanding the exponen
tials, evaluating the terms and re-exponentiating, we 
find 

({n,,} I e~eml{nQ}) = exp[- N-l4=r!(l - cosq • Rnm) (2nq + i»). 

(A31) 
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APPENDIX B. EVALUATION OF (N
ph 

) 

We evaluate (Nph ) from Sec. N, Eq. (4.10), writing the Hamiltonian, Has 

N = E L>~an+ L wQb:b q+ L j"ma~am +N-1/2 L (c q - fq)wQ elq'R"a~ an(bq+b~) + LJn," [8~8m - (8~8m) la~am' (B1) 
n q n,m n,tJ' n,m 

where jnm = J nm (8~8m)o We take No to be used in Eq. 
(4.12) as the first three terms of ii; thus, (v) = O. Also, 

(B2) 
Thus, from Eq. (4.12), 

(N p~ = (N ph)O - f d Ci (V( Ci)Nph)o 

(B3) 

The last term contains six terms (two in V(Ci) and three 
in Nph ), but most of these give no contribution. The 
evaluation of these averages encounters no special dif
ficulties except the term with the phonon operators 
8~8m (b q + b:'). This is small in each subspace of par
ticular value of K due to the argument in Appendix AI. 
We finally find 

01 p~ = (Nph)Ph+N-1Lf; + 2Wl L(c qfq - f!) (B4) 
q q 

or 

(~Nph)=N-l L(2cqf q - f;) (B5) 
q 

to first order in V. This is the form we used in Secs. 
Nand V. This form is also equal to (~Nph) found by 
splitting the Hamiltonian into iio and V as in (2.18) and 
(2.19). 

APPENDIX C. FREE ENERGY OF AN EXCITON 
INTERACTING WITH A CLASSICAL LATTICE 

In this Appendix, the free energy of an exciton inter
acting with a classical phonon bath is determined. The 
starting pOint is the Hamiltonian of Sec. II in the P, Q 

representation [Eqs. (2.2), (2.8), and (2.9)]. The 
transformation of Eq. (2. 14b) is performed and we find 

with 8~ given in Eq. (2.16). If we assume the phonons 

behave classically, then lQ~, p~,l= 0, and 

At = - j3-1 lnL (0 lanI d N PdNQ e-I3H a~IO) 
n 

= E - j3-1 lnL(0 Ian IdNPdNQ e-BHph 
n 

(C2) 

This can be simplified by noting that if R = L:n,mg nma~am' 
then 

(C3) 

Substituting this into (C2) gives 

At = E- j3-1 ln(0 I fd N PdNQ L a~am(e-Bg)m"e-8HphI0> 
n,m 

f 
e-l3Hph 

= E - j3-1 lnq ph - j3-1 ln L(e-89)nn-- d N PdNQ , 
" qph 

(C4) 

where g"m = 8~8mJnm' Since 8~8n= 1, we find 

At = E - j3-1 lnqPh - j3-1 ln L (e-BJ)"n' (C 5) 

" 
Since all diagonal matrix elements in the last term of 
(C5) are equal, the free energy is equal to that com
puted in Appendix A2 for a noninteracting exciton pho
non system. 
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